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Abstract The ability to adapt is critical to survival and

varies between individuals. Adaptation of one motor sys-

tem may be related to the ability to adapt another. This

study sought to determine whether phoria adaptation was

correlated with the ability to modify the dynamics of dis-

parity vergence. Eye movements from ten subjects were

recorded during dynamic disparity vergence modification

and phoria adaptation experiments. Two different conver-

gent stimuli were presented during the dynamic vergence

modification experiment: a test stimulus (4� step) and a

conditioning stimulus (4� double step). Dynamic disparity

vergence responses were quantified by measuring the peak

velocity (�/s). Phoria adaptation experiments measured the

changes in phoria over a 5-min period of sustained fixation.

The maximum velocity of phoria adaptation was deter-

mined from an exponential fit of the phoria data points.

Phoria and dynamic disparity vergence peak velocity were

both significantly modified (P \ 0.001). The maximum

velocity of phoria adaptation was significantly correlated

with the changes in convergence peak velocity (r [ 0.89;

P \ 0.001). There was a strong correlation between the

ability to adaptively adjust two different oculomotor

parameters: a tonic and dynamic component. Future studies

should investigate additional interactions between these

parameters, and the ability to adaptively change other

oculomotor systems such as the saccadic or smooth pursuit

system. Understanding the ability to modify phoria,

dynamic disparity vergence, and other oculomotor param-

eters can yield insights into the plasticity of short-term

adaptation mechanisms.

Keywords Vergence adaptation � Phoria adaptation �
Oculomotor adaptation

Introduction

Adaptation is a responsive adjustment to varying condi-

tions (Leigh and Zee 2006). This process requires a period

of time to change behavior elicited by a new stimulus or

experience. The visual system makes use of adaptation

processes to improve its functional efficiency and preci-

sion, most notably during eye movements. Adaptive

behaviors have been observed in many different oculo-

motor movements, and recent reviews discuss these mod-

ifications in saccades (Tian et al. 2009; Iwamoto and Kaku

2010; Schubert and Zee 2010), smooth pursuit (Dash et al.

2010; Ono and Mustari 2010), and vergence (Leigh and

Zee 2006; Schor 2009) eye movements achieved using

various experimental protocols.

The saccadic system, which mediates conjugate fast eye

movements, can be modified through recalibration of the

gain in the system (Optican and Robinson 1980; Tian et al.

2009; Iwamoto and Kaku 2010; Rolfs et al. 2010). A

saccadic short-term gain change can be produced using a

double-step protocol (Semmlow et al. 1989; Albano 1996;
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Havermann and Lappe 2010; Joiner et al. 2010; Pelisson

et al. 2010). The gain of the smooth pursuit system, which

mediates conjugate smooth tracking eye movements, can

also be adjusted by preceding stimuli (Churchland and

Lisberger 2002; Tabata et al. 2008; Yang and Lisberger

2009; Dash et al. 2010) such as the use of a double-step

velocity ramp (Fukushima et al. 1996). Modifications can

also be induced in the near response system (Schor 2009).

Vergence is the disjunctive tracking system that

involves inward (convergence) or outward (divergence)

turning of the eyes. One research study modified dynamic

disparity vergence with a step-ramp conditioning stimulus:

a step change in vergence immediately followed by a

vergence ramp (Munoz et al. 1999). The modifications in

the transient vergence component produced by the step-

ramp conditioning stimuli were observed as large conver-

gent overshoots where peak velocity of the modified

responses could double that of the baseline responses

(Yuan et al. 2001; Semmlow et al. 2002). Other studies

have used a protocol consisting of single and double steps

or a combination of large- and small-step stimuli where the

peak velocity increased or decreased depending upon the

protocol (Takagi et al. 2001; Alvarez et al. 2005). These

combined results suggest that the peak velocity of dynamic

disparity vergence eye movements is malleable and

depends to some extent on the amplitude of the preceding

stimuli.

When one eye is occluded, its position decays to a rest

position known as the hetereophoria, or dissociated phoria,

level. The phoria is constantly adapting to varying visual

demands (Otto et al. 2009). A change in a person’s phoria

level in response to prolonged fixation or visual demand is

called phoria adaptation and is also commonly referred to

as prism adaptation. Studies have reported changes in

phoria induced by sustained fixation to physical targets

(Han et al. 2010), a stereoscope (Kim et al. 2010), prisms

(Cheng et al. 2008), or lenses (Jiang et al. 2007).

Previous studies have reported variability in the rate and

magnitude of adaptation across individuals for different

oculomotor systems as well as phoria. Variability in rate and

magnitude has been reported in both human and non-human

primates during saccadic and smooth pursuit adaptation

experiments (Frens and van Opstal 1994; Fukushima et al.

1996; Straube et al. 1997, 1998; Ditterich et al. 2000; Ono

and Mustari 2010). Inter-subject variation in modifications

of response peak velocity during short-term adaptation

experiments has also been shown (Munoz et al. 1999;

Alvarez et al. 2005). One study showed an increase in

average dynamic convergence peak velocity, ranging from

60 to 200% compared with baseline vergence responses

which were subject dependent (Munoz et al. 1999). Another

study also demonstrated variation between subjects where

the average dynamic vergence peak velocity decreased by

40% in one subject compared with only a 15% reduction in

another (Alvarez et al. 2005).

The aforementioned studies show that the magnitude

and the rate of adaptation differ between individuals where

the research investigated a single oculomotor system.

While reviewing saccadic adaptation, Iwamoto and Kaku

(2010) state, ‘‘What makes the rate and magnitude of

adaptation so variable (between individuals) remains

another question yet to be addressed’’ (Iwamoto and Kaku

2010). Hence, more studies are warranted to understand

why some individuals adapt faster and with greater mag-

nitude than others. Our study compares the adaptation

processes of dynamic disparity vergence steps and phoria

adaptation. We hypothesize that the ability to change

phoria and dynamic disparity vergence peak velocity

would be subject dependent. We further hypothesize that

subjects who have a greater ability to adapt their phoria

would also have a greater ability to modify their dynamic

disparity vergence peak velocity within the modification

experiment. Similarly, subjects who have a reduced ability

to adapt their phoria would also demonstrate no substantial

changes in their dynamic disparity vergence peak velocity

during a modification experiment.

Methodology and materials

Subjects

Ten randomly chosen subjects participated in this study.

Subjects were screened using the method described below

to ensure each had normal binocular vision. Although not

observed within this present population, we have observed,

and others have reported, that binocularly normal subjects

may be unable to respond to larger disparity step stimuli

(Jones 1977). All of our subjects had normal binocular

vision and verbally confirmed, they were able to perform

the experiment with ease. They were able to fuse a target

and maintain fusion—not perceive the stimulus as a dip-

lopic image. All subjects signed written informed consent

forms approved by the New Jersey Institute of Technology

Institution Review Board. The subjects’ ages, gender,

refractive, and AC/A information are summarized in

Table 1.

Clinical measurements

Static retinoscopy was used to objectively measure

refraction by an optometrist. Subjects were screened to

ensure none of them were hypermetropes. Subject S3 wore

her corrective refraction during all experiments. All sub-

jects had a near point of convergence (NPC) of less than

6 cm. Binocular vision was assessed by the Randot
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Stereopsis Test (Bernell Corp., South Bend, IN, USA). All

subjects had normal binocular vision defined as better than

50 s of arc. The Bernell Muscle Imbalance Measure (MIM)

card (Bernell Corp., South Bend, IN, USA) was used to

assess the AC/A ratio. A subject’s phoria with and without

the lens was measured with a flashed Maddox rod proce-

dure. A subject’s right eye was occluded for 15 s to allow

the right eye to decay to the phoria level. The AC/A ratios

were determined by calculating the linear regression line

for plots of phoria compared against an accommodative

stimulus of ?1.00 D (Rosenfield et al. 2000). Phoria

measurements obtained from the Maddox rod system were

only used to calculate the AC/A ratio and were not inclu-

ded in any of the regression analyses.

Haploscope setup and eye movement recording

instrumentation

Eye movements were recorded using an infrared (k =

950 nm) system manufactured by Skalar Iris (model 6500,

Netherlands). All of the eye movements were within the

linear range of the system (±25�). Visual stimuli were

displayed using a haploscope as shown in Fig. 1a. Two

computer screens were used to generate stimuli along the

subject’s midline. The visual stimulus, when present, was a

green vertical line 2 cm in height and 2 mm in width and

was presented on a black background. Two partially

reflecting mirrors projected the two vertical lines from the

computer screens into the subject’s line of sight. Prior to

the experimental session, the stimuli from the computer

screens were adjusted with mirrors to calibrate the visual

stimuli with real targets located at measured distances from

the subject’s midline. An inter-pupillary distance of 6 cm

was assumed. The subject’s head was restrained using a

custom chin rest to eliminate head movement thus avoiding

any vestibular influences. All experiments took place in a

dark room. Except for the visual stimuli presented on the

computer screens, no other visual stimuli were presented to

the subject.

The left eye and right eye responses were recorded,

calibrated, and saved separately for offline data analysis.

Eye movements were digitized with a 12-bit digital

acquisition (DAQ) hardware card (National Instruments

6024 E series, Austin, TX, USA). The entire system was

controlled by a custom LabVIEWTM program (National

Instrument, Austin, TX, USA), which generated the visual

stimulus and digitized the eye movement signals at 200 Hz.

Experimental protocol

Phoria adaptation experiments, phoria stimuli, calibration,

and analysis

Dissociated near phoria was measured objectively using

the limbus tracking system described above. Binocular

stimuli can quickly diminish adaptation of the phoria (Fogt

and Toole 2001). Hence, calibration was measured mon-

ocularly so that the subjects did not observe any binocular

stimulus. A four-point monocular calibration of the right

eye was used for phoria measurements to ensure the cali-

bration covered the range of the right eye movement as it

decayed to the phoria level. This ‘‘wide field’’ calibration

protocol, which equates to 7D esophoria to 16D exophoria,

was chosen because it was unknown prior to the study the

amount of phoria change that would be induced by the

sustained fixation. The first calibration stimulus was 4� into

the left visual field from midline. The second was on

midline, and the last points were 4� and 9� into the right

visual field, shown in Fig. 1b. All calibration stimuli were

40 cm away from the subject, equating to an accommo-

dative demand of 2.5 D, which is the same distance of the

stimulus used with the Bernell MIM card that is commonly

utilized within the clinic to measure dissociated near

phoria.

Table 1 Summary of subject

parameters
Subject Gender Age AC/A

(D/D)

Right eye

refraction (D)

Left eye

refraction (D)

1 M 24 2 ?0.50 D ?0.50 D

2 M 23 2 ?0.25 D ?0.25 D

3 F 23 2 -2.75 D -2.75 D

4 F 29 2 Plano Plano

5 M 24 2 ?0.50 D -0.25 9 180 0.25 D -0.25 9 180

6 F 20 2 ?0.75 D -0.25 9 180 0.50 D

7 F 24 2 Plano Plano

8 M 20 2 ?0.25 D -0.25 9 90 Plano -0.25 9 90

9 M 24 2 Plano Plano

10 M 24 2 Plano Plano
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The phoria was recorded where the subjects monocu-

larly viewed with the left eye a vertical line that stimulated

a 4.22� nasal rotation and the right eye viewed a dark field

with no stimulus, shown in Fig. 1b. This stimulus allowed

the right eye to decay to its steady-state phoria level. A

custom MATLABTM program (Waltham, MA, USA) was

used for data analysis. The right eye movement response

decaying to the phoria level was calibrated and converted

to the units of prism diopters, which are the same units

used clinically. The steady-state phoria level was calcu-

lated by averaging the last 3 s of the right eye response.

The last 3 s were used because all movements reached their

steady state or asymptote before 12 s of the decay to phoria

when observed empirically. Examples of phoria responses

have been demonstrated in our previous papers (Lee et al.

2009; Han et al. 2010; Kim et al. 2010).

All subjects performed near and far phoria adaptation

experiments on different days because we did not want

fatigue to become a confounding variable within our data.

Phoria was adapted using three types of sustained fixation

targets: 16� (near target), 8.44� (middle target), or 1� (far

target) shown in Fig. 1c. The near and far phoria adap-

tation experimental design is shown in Fig. 2a and b,

respectively. Two phoria adaptation experiments were

carried out (near adaptation/session 1 and far adaptation/

session 2) where each experiment consisted of two phases.

In each experiment, the initial or baseline phoria mea-

surement was recorded after 5 min of dark adaptation to

uncouple the vergence and accommodation system. (Wolf

et al. 1990)

The first phase was a cumulative time of 5 min of near

(Fig. 2a) or far (Fig. 2b) phoria adaptation using a sus-

tained binocular stimulus (Fig. 1c). By the end of the first

phase (time = 300 s) of the phoria adaptation experiment,

there were one baseline, or initial phoria measurement, and

twelve adapted phoria measurements. The first eight phoria

measurements were each recorded after 15 s of sustained

fixation (cumulative time was 2 min). The next two phoria

measurements were each recorded after 30 s of sustained

fixation (cumulative time was 3 min). The last two phoria

measurements were recorded after 60 s of sustained fixa-

tion each (cumulative time was 5 min). The final phoria

measurement was defined as the last phoria measurement

after 5 min of near/far adaptation (time = 300 s). This was

repeated for the second phase of the experiment or middle

phoria adaptation which had the subject sustain fixation on

an 8.44� target. The middle target was 40 cm from midline.

This phoria adaptation experiment repetitively measured

phoria using the same time intervals as the first phase of the

experiment.

Left Mirror M1 Right Mirror M2

First Calibration 
Stimulus (2 sec)

Second Calibration 
Stimulus (2 sec)

Third Calibration 
Stimulus (2 sec)

Fourth Calibration 
Stimulus (2 sec)

Phoria Target (15 sec)

B Four Point Calibration and Phoria Visual Stimuli 

Left Mirror Right Mirror

16  Near Phoria Adaptation Target

C Phoria Adaptation Visual Stimuli

8.44  Middle Phoria Adaptation Target

1  Far  Phoria Adaptation Target

A Haploscope  Experimental Setup

30 cm 

10 cm 

M1 M2 

SM1 SM2 

Limbus Tracking 
System

Right  Eye

Computer Monitor

Computer

RE LE 

Left  Eye

SM = Stimulus Monitor; M = Mirror; LE =Left Eye; RE = Right Eye

°

°

°

Fig. 1 a Experimental setup showing haploscope configuration for

all eye movement recordings. b The left and right visual stimuli used

to calibrate phoria measurement, and the visual target shown to the

left eye during the phoria measurement. c The visual stimuli used to

adapt the phoria level
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An example of the 24 phoria measurements during a

phoria adaptation experiment plotted with respect to time is

shown in Fig. 3. The twelve adapted phoria recordings

from the first phase are fit with an exponential function (red

solid line), and the time constant is computed. The time

constant (s) is the time needed for the response to reach

63% of the steady state. Similarly, the twelve adapted

phoria recordings from the second phase are also fit with an

exponential curve (blue dashed line), and the time constant

is computed. To compute the maximum velocity (D/min)

of the phoria adaptation data fit with an exponential curve,

we used the net change in phoria (i.e., the magnitude or

amplitude) divided by the time constant, shown in Eq. 1.

Maximum Velocity of Phoria Adaptation

¼ Final Phoria Measurement� Initial Phoria Measurement

s
ð1Þ

Dynamic disparity vergence modification experiment,

vergence stimuli, calibration, and analysis

For the dynamic disparity vergence modification experi-

ment, our protocol consisted of two different stimuli, a test

stimulus and a conditioning stimulus similar to our previ-

ous studies (Munoz et al. 1999; Alvarez et al. 2005). For
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Fig. 2 Experimental protocol

of the near and far phoria

adaptation experiments (a and

b) and the vergence

modification experiment (c)

Fig. 3 An example of 24 phoria measurements obtained during a

near phoria adaptation experiment (session 1). The baseline to near

phoria adaptation phase (first phase) is shown in the first 0–300 s. The

near to middle phoria adaptation phase (second phase) is between 300

and 600 s. Each individual phoria measurement is shown as an ‘‘o.’’

The experiment records how the phoria is changing as the subject is

fixating on a binocular stimulus. Each phoria measurement (o) is

plotted and fit with an exponential curve for the baseline to near

phoria adaptation phase (red solid line) and the near to middle phoria

adaptation phase (blue dashed line). In this example, the adaptation to

the middle phoria level is similar to this subject’s baseline level, but

this was not true for all subjects
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this study, the test stimulus was a 4� symmetrical vergence

step and the conditioning stimulus was a 4� symmetrical

double-step (2 9 4� step for a total of 8� disparity stimu-

lus) with a 100 ms delay between steps (Fig. 2c). We have

studied the double-step conditioning stimulus in a previous

study (Alvarez et al. 2009). Hence, we chose this double-

step stimulus because we had previously observed changes

in dynamic vergence peak velocity that were subject

dependent. All stimuli were presented after a random delay

of 0.5–2.0 s to reduce predictive cues that are known to

affect temporal and velocity properties of vergence eye

movements (Alvarez et al. 2002).

There were three phases to the experiment: (1) baseline,

(2) modification, and (3) recovery as shown in Fig. 2c.

During the baseline phase, only the 4� test stimulus was

presented. During the modification phase, the 4� test

stimulus was presented with the conditioning stimulus

(2 9 4� step). For every one test stimulus, approximately

five conditioning stimuli were presented. Hence, the sub-

ject was five times more likely to view the double-step

stimulus compared with the single-step stimulus.

The purpose of this experiment was to study how the

conditioning stimulus may influence the test stimulus by

comparing the 4� steps during the modification phase to the

4� steps during the baseline phase. Specifically, we quan-

tified how much a subject could adjust his/her dynamic

disparity vergence peak velocity. The recovery phase,

similar to the baseline phase, only contained test stimuli.

The purpose of the recovery phase was to determine

whether the subject would return to baseline levels.

A custom MATLABTM program (Waltham, MA, USA)

was used for data analysis. Calibration for convergence

step responses was composed of two points: one for the

initial position and a second for the final position of the

convergence step stimuli. The two-point calibration was

viewed binocularly. Calibration was the initial and final

combined vergence demand of the step stimuli. The final

amplitude of disparity vergence has been shown to vary

potentially from accommodation and fixation disparity

(Jainta et al. 2007). Previously, we compared monocular

and binocular calibration techniques (Kim et al. 2010).

Our results showed that with binocularly normal controls

who do not report diplopia, a binocular calibration did not

significantly influence the vergence peak velocity. All of

the subjects within this current study stated they were able

to easily fuse and maintain fusion of the targets. Hence,

the binocular calibration was adequate for this current

study. The system also has a high degree of linearity,

within 3% between ±25� horizontally (Horng et al. 1998).

Hence, a two-point calibration was adequate for this

present study.

Dynamic disparity vergence was calculated by sub-

tracting the right eye movement from the left eye

movement to yield a net vergence response. Blinks and

saccadic eye movements were easily identified because

of their faster dynamic behaviors compared with ver-

gence movements. Responses with blinks at any point

during the movement, or with saccades during the tran-

sient vergence movement, were omitted from the anal-

ysis because saccades are known to increase the

velocities of vergence responses (Zee et al. 1992).

Convergence peak velocity was computed using a two-

point central difference algorithm (Bahill et al. 1982).

The stimuli screens were placed 40 cm away from the

subject, and the accommodative stimulus was held con-

stant at 2.5 D. A previous study showed that accom-

modative vergence does not influence the initial peak

velocity measurement (Hung et al. 1983). Hence, ver-

gence peak velocities observed in this present study was

assumed to be associated with the dynamic disparity

vergence system. Modification of dynamic disparity

vergence was assessed by quantifying the peak velocity

of the eye movement responses. The change in dynamic

disparity convergence peak velocity was defined as the

4� single-step peak velocity during the modification

phase minus the 4� single-step peak velocity during the

baseline phase.

Statistical analyses

Linear regression analyses were used to assess the corre-

lation between: (1) the change in the magnitude of phoria

(the final phoria measurement after 5 min of phoria adap-

tation minus the initial phoria measurement) in comparison

with the baseline convergence peak velocity during the

dynamic disparity vergence modification experiment; (2)

the change in the magnitude of phoria when compared with

the change in dynamic disparity vergence peak velocity;

(3) the maximum velocity of phoria adaptation (D/min)

compared with the baseline convergence peak velocity; and

(4) the maximum velocity of phoria adaptation compared

with the change in dynamic disparity vergence peak

velocity. Correlation was quantified with the Pearson

correlation coefficient or r value using MATLABTM

(Waltham, MA, USA).

A repeated measures ANOVA was used to determine

whether statistical differences were observed comparing:

(1) the average peak velocities during baseline, modifica-

tion, and recovery phases for the dynamic disparity ver-

gence modification experiment, and (2) the maximum

velocity of phoria adaptation during the four different

phoria adaptation tasks using the NSC2004 (Kaysville, UT,

USA) software package. A paired t test was used to assess

whether a statistical difference was observed between the

adapted and the initial phoria measurements. Figures were

generated using MATLABTM and Excel software.
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Results

Figure 4 plots phoria measurements, each denoted as a ‘‘o’’

symbol from subjects S2 (plot A) and S10 (plot B) during

the four phoria adaptation experiments. The left plots show

the 12 adapted phoria measurements during the far adap-

tation experiment (exponential fit is plotted in red) and the

12 adapted phoria measurements during the middle adap-

tation after far adaptation (exponential fit is plotted in

blue). The right plots show the 12 phoria measurements

during the near adaptation experiment and the 12 phoria

measurements during middle adaptation, after near adap-

tation, with exponential fits shown in red and blue,

respectively. Subject S2 has a slower maximum velocity of

phoria adaptation in comparison with S10.

Ensemble 4� dynamic disparity convergence step

responses recorded during the baseline, modification, and

recovery phases are shown for subjects S2 (upper plots)

and S10 (lower plots) in Fig. 5. Each trace is an eye

movement response plotted in degrees as a function of time

in seconds. The responses from S2 show moderate changes

from baseline to modification. Conversely, S10 shows a

greater change during the transient portion, observed as

overshoots in the responses recorded during the

modification phase compared with the baseline or recovery

phase responses. We observed that subjects who did not

adapt their phoria level quickly also did not show a sig-

nificant change in their vergence peak velocity during a

dynamic disparity vergence modification experiment.

Data from the dynamic disparity vergence modification

experiments were quantified by measuring the peak

velocity. The average peak velocities with one standard

deviation are plotted in Fig. 6a for all ten subjects and

Fig. 6b to show the group-level results. All subjects

showed an increase in their peak velocities during the

modification phase compared with their baseline and

recovery phase. Post hoc analysis using a Bonferroni all

pair-wise test indicated that the modification phase peak

velocity was significantly different from the baseline and

recovery phase peak velocity [F (2, 18) = 15.41, P =

0.0001]. The post hoc analysis also showed no significant

difference between the average baseline and the average

recovery peak velocities (P [ 0.5).

The next analysis determined whether phoria was signif-

icantly changed during the four different phoria adaptation

tasks by studying the change in the magnitude of phoria. The

average change in the magnitude of phoria and one standard

deviation of all ten subjects during baseline to far, baseline to
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Fig. 4 Phoria adaptation results of subject S2 (a) and S10 (b). The

phoria measurements (o) were fit with exponential curves. The left
column is the baseline to far adaptation and the far to middle

adaptation experiment, while the right column shows the baseline to

near phoria adaptation with the near to middle adaptation experiment.

The initial phases (red solid line) are phoria adaptation curves from

baseline to 5 min of 1� or 16� of sustained fixation. The second phases

(blue dashed line) are phoria adaptation fitted curves from 5 min of

8.44� sustained fixation after far adaptation (left column) and after

near adaptation (right column). Esophoric measurements are positive,

and exophoric measurements are negative. S2 had a slower maximum

velocity of adaptation compared with S10
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near, far to middle, and near to middle phoria adaptation were

the following: -4.83D ± 1.12D, 4.27D ± 1.44D, 4.93D ±

2.13D, and -5.41D ± 2.45D, respectively. An exophoric

shift in phoria was noted as negative, and an esophoric shift in

phoria was noted as positive. A paired t test comparing the

adapted phoria with the initial phoria showed that the phoria

was significantly adapted during each of the adaptation

experiments (6.09 B T B 11.03; P \ 0.0001).

Fig. 5 Four-degree dynamic

disparity convergence position

responses as a function of time

from the baseline (left column),

modification (middle column),

and recovery (left column)

phases from subject S2 (upper
row), who showed moderate

changes in dynamic disparity

convergence responses, and

subject S10 (lower row), who

showed greater changes in

dynamic disparity convergence

responses, observed as

overshoots between baseline

versus modification and

modification versus recovery

phases

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Baseline 17.6 10.9 11.8 13.3 11.8 21.6 16.9 16.3 21.2 19.7
Modification 18.3 12.1 13.2 15.6 15.1 25.4 20.8 21 26.4 25.7
Recovery 16.5 11.8 12.7 13.5 14.1 23.5 17.8 19 18.4 20.5
Change in Dynamics 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Fig. 6 a Individual subject results Quantification of 4� step conver-

gence average peak velocity (�/s) plus one standard deviation during

the baseline (gray), modification (dark gray) and recovery (light gray)

phases of a vergence modification experiment for each subject. The

average peak velocity is reported, and the change in peak velocity is

defined as the average modification minus average baseline peak

velocity. b Group-Level Results 4� step convergence average peak

velocity (�/s) plus one standard deviation during the baseline (gray),

modification (dark gray), and recovery (light gray) phases of a

dynamic disparity vergence modification experiment for all subjects.

The modification peak velocity was significantly greater than the

baseline or recovery phase for each individual subject and in

the group average. There was no significant difference between the

baseline and the recovery phase peak velocity
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The maximum velocity of phoria adaptation (D/min)

was then analyzed. The ANOVA results show that the

maximum velocity of phoria adaptation in the four adap-

tation tasks was not statistically different [F (3, 27) = 1.51,

P = 0.35], which was confirmed with a post hoc analysis

using a Bonferroni all pair-wise test. However, the maxi-

mum velocity of adaptation was subject dependent. For

example, subject S1 phoria adaptation maximum velocities

were slow (average of 0.72 ± 0.09 D/min) for the four

adaptation tasks compared with subject S10 whose maxi-

mum velocities were faster (average of 5.27 ± 0.36 D/

min). The overall range of the maximum velocities of

phoria adaptation for the four different tasks was 0.63 (D/

min) to 5.36 (D/min), which was subject dependent.

Figure 7 plots the change in dynamic disparity conver-

gence peak velocity as a function of the change in the

magnitude of the phoria level for the ten subjects studied.

The linear regression analysis results show that the change

in the magnitude of phoria from initial baseline to far

(r = -0.62; P = 0.05; Fig. 7a), from initial baseline to

near (r = 0.72; P = 0.02; Fig. 7c), and near to middle

(r = -0.79; P = 0.007; Fig. 7d) were significantly corre-

lated with the change in dynamic disparity vergence peak

velocity. However, the correlation between the change in

phoria from far to middle and the change in dynamic dis-

parity vergence peak velocity was not significant

(r = 0.34; P = 0.34; Fig. 7b).

The most intriguing finding of this investigation is that

maximum velocity of phoria adaptation was significantly

(P \ 0.001) correlated with the change in dynamic dis-

parity convergence peak velocity during a dynamic dis-

parity vergence modification experiment. Figure 8 plots the

maximum velocity of phoria adaptation as a function of the

change in dynamic disparity convergence peak velocity.

The change in dynamic disparity vergence peak velocity

was significantly correlated with the maximum velocity of

phoria adaptation for all four adaptation tasks: baseline to

far (r = 0.96; P \ 0.001; Fig. 8a), far to middle (r = 0.89;

P \ 0.001; Fig. 8b), baseline to near (r = 0.85; P =

0.001; Fig. 8c), and near to middle (r = 0.95; P \ 0.001;

Fig. 8d).

Discussion

Subject variability within short-term vergence

adaptation and phoria adaptation

This study shows that a subject’s ability to adapt phoria is

significantly correlated with the ability to adapt dynamic

disparity vergence peak velocity. Otto et al. (2009) found

that adaptive prism modification ranged from only a 1.0

prism diopter for some subjects and up to 5.1 prism diop-

ters for others (Otto et al. 2009). Subject dependent
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Fig. 7 Correlation analysis of

the change in dynamic disparity

vergence peak velocity as a

function of the change in the

magnitude of phoria. The

change in the magnitude of the

phoria adaptation from

a baseline to far (1� phoria

adaptation target) (filled circle);

b far to middle (8.44� phoria

adaptation target) (filled
triangle); c baseline to near (16�
phoria adaptation target) (filled
square); and d near to middle

(filled diamond) are plotted.

Near adaptation stimulated an

esophoric shift denoted as a

positive change in phoria, and

far adaptation stimulated an

exophoric shift denoted as a

negative change in phoria
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variation in the modification of dynamic disparity vergence

peak velocity has also been shown in a number of studies

(Munoz et al. 1999; Yuan and Semmlow 2000; Alvarez

et al. 2005). These studies included up to four subjects

which may not be sufficient to systematically investigate

subject dependent variation in the modification of dynamic

disparity vergence peak velocity. In addition, previous

studies have not suggested that these two adaptation pro-

cesses are correlated. The subject dependent variability in

the change in magnitude and maximum velocity of phoria

during the phoria adaptation experiments, and the ability to

modify vergence peak velocity during the vergence modi-

fication experiments, may be related through shared neu-

ronal structures.

Neuronal mechanism in short-term vergence adaptation

and phoria adaptation

Previous research has shown that the cerebellum plays an

important role in motor learning (Gilbert and Thach 1977;

Ojakangas and Ebner 1992; Martin et al. 1996; Medina and

Lisberger 2008). One theory suggested that the Purkinje

cells may be responsible for motor learning in the cere-

bellum (Marr 1969). Recently, one study showed some

Purkinje cells in the oculomotor vermis modulated their

activity during saccade adaptation (Kojima et al. 2010).

This study implied that the Purkinje cells participate in

motor learning to reduce the movement error (Kojima et al.

2010). Purkinje cells have been shown to modulate their

activity in response to vergence stimuli (Nitta et al. 2008a,

b). Muscimol infusion into the dorsal vermis in the vicinity

of the convergence Purkinje cells resulted in a reduction in

peak velocity of convergence eye movements (Nitta et al.

2008b). Increases in cerebellum functional activity, which

was correlated with an increase in the peak velocity of

convergence eye movements, were reported in fMRI

studies on patients with convergence insufficiency after

18 h over 6–8 weeks of vergence training (Alvarez et al.

2010). Furthermore, the dorsal cerebellar vermis has been

reported to be involved in phoria adaptation where lesions

to the site reduced the magnitude of phoria adaptation in

primates (Takagi et al. 2003). Future experimentation is

needed to determine whether the variability observed

across individuals in dynamic disparity vergence, and

phoria adaptation tasks are due to the amount of time it

takes to modulate the activities of Purkinje cells within the

cerebellum.

Clinical implications

The significant correlation between the ability to modify

phoria and the ability to adapt dynamic disparity vergence

has clinical implications. Convergence insufficiency

patients have a reduced ability to change the magnitude of
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their phoria during a phoria adaptation experiment using a

prism (Brautaset and Jennings 2005). However, these

patients demonstrate improvements in their ability to per-

form prism adaptation after oculomotor training (North and

Henson 1982; Brautaset and Jennings 2006). One study on

binocularly normal subjects concludes that training chan-

ges the time constant and magnitude of phoria adaptation to

base out prisms (Thiagarajan et al. 2010). Patients with

convergence insufficiency have slower convergence peak

velocity compared with controls (van Leeuwen et al. 1999;

Alvarez et al. 2010). These studies on convergence insuf-

ficiency report vergence training increases the convergence

peak velocities (van Leeuwen et al. 1999; Alvarez et al.

2010). We speculate that perhaps the oculomotor training is

improving the ability of both the disparity vergence system

and the phoria system to adapt.

Change in vergence peak velocity as a function

of the change in the magnitude of phoria

Significant correlations were observed between the change

in the magnitude of phoria and the change in vergence peak

velocity in three of the four phoria tasks. When the subject

performed phoria adaptation by fixating on the middle

target after far fixation, the change in the magnitude of

phoria was not significantly correlated with the change in

vergence peak velocity. Phoria adaptation from the far to

the middle target occurred in the second portion of the

experimental session. The reduction in correlation may be

in part due to fatigue and/or attention influences.

Conclusion

This current study shows that subjects who demonstrate a

greater ability to modify their phoria assessed through

maximum velocity also have a greater ability to adapt their

vergence peak velocity during a dynamic disparity ver-

gence modification experiment. Understanding subject-

dependent variability within adaptive processes may yield

insight into overall oculomotor adaptation, a critical skill of

survival and efficiency. Further research is needed to

determine whether dynamic disparity vergence and phoria

share common adaptive neural mechanisms.
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